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Selected Writings by Anna Freud
1998

reading anna freud provides an accessible introduction to the writings of one of the most significant
figures in the history of psychoanalysis

Reading Anna Freud
2013

anna freud daughter of sigmund made many original contributions to psychoanalytic theory and child
development and yet much of her work remains relatively unknown in this book rose edgcumbe seeks to
redress the situation taking a fresh look at anna freud s theories and techniques from a clinical and
critical viewpoint and the controversy they caused she highlights how anna freud s work is still relevant
and important to the problems of today s society such as dysfunctional families child delinquency and
violence it also plays a vital role in recent developments in therapeutic techniques written by a former
student and co worker of anna freud this book will make useful reading for clinicians and students of child
development rose edgcumbe is a member of the association of child psychotherapists and the british
psychoanalytic society since training with anna freud at the hampstead clinic she has worked there in
many capacities in treatment training and reseach and in other clinics she has published numerous
papers on child analysis including a memorial paper anna freud child analyst

Anna Freud
2002-01-04

there are few situations in life which are more difficult to cope with than an adolescent son or daughter
during the attempt to liberate themselves anna freud was one of the most creative and innovative
thinkers in the history of psychoanalysis whose pioneering work in child analysis and development
revolutionized the treatment of the young this essential anthology of her writings includes extracts from
her classic the ego and the mechanisms of defence as well as papers on normal and pathological child
development on adolescence trauma aggression and analytical technique together they offer a definitive
overview of her entire career displaying the richness variety and originality of her thinking an
achievement of the first importance underlines the clarity and cogency of anna freud s thinking and
makes it accessible to a wide audience clifford yorke former medical director the anna freud centre
london

Selected Writings
2015-07-02

burlingham dorothy klein melanie

Anna Freud
1990-02
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Her Father's Daughter
1983

this remarkable series of introductory lectures on psychoanalysis is in fact a lucid elegant and profound
overview of classic psychoanalytic theory in which the main aspects of psychoanalytic psychology are
spelt out the simple and clear language characteristic of the author s lecturing the precision of her
concepts and their mutual relationships and their liveliness of this comprehensive synthesis make for a
thought provoking exciting reading experience

The Harvard Lectures
2018-03-26

this book distills the essence of child psychoanalysis from the practice and thought of its founder anna
freud who for over 50 years has been at the forefront of this controversial field children are the most
refractory of all subjects to treat analytically here for the first time is a primer on the difficult technique
as practiced at the hampstead clinic in london which was founded by anna freud and is today the leading
child analytic center in the world she and her colleagues expose their wealth of experience to systematic
review which yields up rich insights not only into child psychoanalysis and psychotherapy but also into
basic child development in addition their findings have relevance to the understanding of emotional
disturbance at all ages the book follows the treatment situation through all its stages from the first
session to termination and follow up it focuses on the interaction between therapist and child in the
treatment room illustrating the points with copious clinical vignettes one point examined is the structure
of treatment with respect to such matters as scheduling sessions and handling interruptions another
element that comes under scrutiny is the development of the child s relationship to the therapist which
subsumes such factors as establishing an alliance transference and resistance the child s repertoire of
expressions both verbal and nonverbal is explored as is the therapist s armamentarium of interpretations
and interventions woven throughout the description of these elements is incisive commentary by anna
freud her commonsense approach gives the book unique value lifting it to a rare level of human wisdom

The Technique of Child Psychoanalysis
1980

this book introduces the birth and development of the anna freudian tradition from a perspective of
developmental lines by addressing the early development of this tradition and the conflicts and
innovations arising from the interaction between the internal and external world of the organization

The Writings of Anna Freud: Infants without families. Reports
on the Hampstead Nurseries, 1939-1945
1967

the four lectures that comprise this book were given before the teachers at the children s centers in
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vienna by anna freud the daughter of sigmund freud and a renowned psychoanalyst of children written in
clear accessible terms this book outlines the basic findings of psychoanalysis and their implications for
the understanding care and education of young children

The Anna Freud Tradition
2018-04-17

in this volume christiane ludwig körner describes the lives and work of the staff members of the war
nurseries set up and run by anna freud and dorothy burlingham during the second world war the women
of anna freud s war nurseries looks in turn at each of the women who helped run the homes in
hampstead alice goldberger sophie and gertrud dann manna friedmann anneliese schnurmann ilse
hellman and hansi kennedy as young women they narrowly escaped the holocaust and dedicated
themselves to children who had suffered the same fate few arrived with any knowledge of psychoanalytic
theories or methods this volume charts their education from freud and burlingham which eventually lead
to both freud s independent psychoanalytic child therapy training and the young women s embarkment
on careers as professional analysts using case studies throughout ludwig körner illustrates the intense
relationships often experienced between children in care and their analysts carers and uses the children
of the war nurseries as examples for how contemporary psychoanalysts can work with children today this
book is essential reading for psychoanalysts especially those working with children as well as scholars
and professionals interested in the history of child analysts and childhood trauma

Psycho-analysis for Teachers and Parents
1935

with over 100 archival photographs and nine original wide ranging essays freud tiffany brings to life the
fascinating intersection of psychoanalysis and education out of the cultural and political ferment of inter
war vienna emerged the hietzing school founded in the 1920s by anna freud the youngest daughter of
sigmund freud and dorothy tiffany burlingham the youngest daughter of the great american artist louis
comfort tiffany anna freud s story unfolds over three decades from her adolescence through the 1940s as
she and dorothy tiffany burlingham leverage their hands on research with children into educational
innovations at the hietzing school and beyond the viennese psychoanalysts of the 1920s demonstrated a
unique sensitivity to marginalised populations and to the impact of war its threats and its aftermath
especially on the lives of children the book features never before seen historical photographs including
four of sigmund freud as well as unpublished archival material and original paintings drawings
manuscripts and memoirs make vivid the founders vision of the hietzing school s origins its day to day
experience and its enduring significance for our understanding of education and the developing mind
marking the first publication of many of the historic materials originally showcased in 2017 at a major
freud museum london exhibition the international scholarship behind freud tiffany demonstrates that the
hietzing school remains the seedbed for a surprising range of modern theory and practice in child and
adolescent mental health from erik erikson s lifespan model of identity to the legal concept of the best
interests of the child the freud and tiffany legacies are now brought together as never before in this lively
book and the hietzing school is restored to its rightful place in the history of so many ideas with which we
are still working today the book is essential for any reader interested in the cultural legacy of interwar
vienna
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Anna Freud
1979

this book is the first publication of the complete correspondence of sigmund freud with his daughter anna
the correspondence ranges over personal and family matters social events family holidays births and
deaths health issues war experiences etc as well as professional matters including the progress of
sigmund freud s and anna freud s scientific works their views on students and colleagues and the
international dissemination and publication of psychoanalytical writings the letters provide valuable
insight into the work and family life of the founder of psychoanalysis sigmund freud including the
changes in his perception of women that were triggered by his relation with his daughter they also shed
fresh light on the development of anna s life and career the early years in england the period of her
analysis with her own father and the last phase of her father s illness and death when anna became the
torch bearer and protector of her father s works and eventually became the leading figure in the
international psychoanalytic association richly annotated with editorial comments this unique volume of
correspondence between sigmund and anna freud is an invaluable source of historical documentation
about the formation and development of psychoanalysis and the early decades of the psychoanalytic
movement

The Women of Anna Freud’s War Nurseries
2024-02-29

née le 3 décembre 1895 à vienne la fille cadette de sigmund freud deviendra analyste d enfants après
avoir été analysée par son père jusqu à la mort de celui ci en 1939 elle demeurera sa plus fidèle
collaboratrice assumant tour à tour les rôles de confidente d ambassadrice et d infirmière elisabeth
young bruehl lui restitue toute son importance dans cette biographie où revivent les personnages qui
jalonnèrent la vie d anna en particulier lou andreas salomé et melanie klein

Freud/Tiffany
2018-12-11

the central theme of this book is concerned with the controversies on technique between anna freud and
melanie klein in the 1920s and 1930s and with a clear differentiation between child analysis proper and
analytical child psychotherapy alex holder takes into account the historic background in which child
psychoanalysis developed especially world war ii and the nazi regime in germany the author also looks at
the way child psychoanalysis developed in specific institutions such as the hampstead child therapy
course in london and in specific areas such as the spread of child analysis in the us the concluding
chapter is on the importance of knowledge of child analysis among psychoanalysts working with adults
the differences in the theories of the two greats in child analysis anna freud and melanie klein are
examined one by one including such concepts as the role of transference the oedipus complex and the
superego

Correspondence
2014-11-10
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in impious fidelity suzanne stewart steinberg investigates the legacy of anna freud at the intersection
between psychoanalysis as a mode of thinking and theorizing and its existence as a political entity
stewart steinberg argues that because anna freud inherited and guided her father s psychoanalytic
project as an institution analysis of her thought is critical to our understanding of the relationship
between the psychoanalytic and the political this is particularly the case given that many psychoanalysts
and historians of psychiatry charge that anna freud s emphasis on defending the supremacy of the ego
against unconscious drives betrayed her father s work are the unconscious and the psychoanalytic
project itself at odds with the stable ego deemed necessary to a democratic politics hannah arendt
famously and influentially argued that they are but stewart steinberg maintains that anna freud s critics
particularly disciples of melanie klein have simplified her thought and misconstrued her legacy stewart
steinberg looks at anna freud s work with wartime orphans seeing that they developed subjectivity not by
vertical through the father but by lateral social ties this led anna freud to revise her father s emphasis on
oedipal sexuality and to posit a revision of psychoanalysis that renders it compatible with democratic
theory and practice stewart steinberg gives us an anna freud who betrays the father even as she
protects his legacy and continues his work in a new key

Anna Freud
2006

a portrait of the life and career of anna freud

A Child Analysis with Anna Freud
2018-03-26

the second volume in a classic trilogy of reference works often cited in child custody cases which
introduced the concept of the least detrimental alternative when addressing a child s welfare the second
volume in a classic trilogy of works by joseph goldstein former sterling professor emeritus of law at yale
law school albert j solnit the former director of the yale child study center and anna freud daughter of
sigmund freud these texts beyond the best interests of the child was the first in the series and in the best
interests of the child was the third are classic references often cited in child custody cases before the
best interests of the child specifically addresses when the state should intervene rather than the familiar
legal best interests of the child doctrine the authors s work is based on the more realistic standard of
finding the least detrimental alternative this is indispensable reading for social workers family court
judges lawyers psychologists and parents

Anna Freud, Melanie Klein, and the Psychoanalysis of Children
and Adolescents
1969

the story of the childhood and youth of peter heller one of the first children to be psychoanalyzed by
anna freud to tell this story vivian heller draws on a wealth of primary sources including her father s case
history and his internment diary using novelistic techniques to bring the past alive while in anna s care
peter s native vienna slides into fascist barbarism and he is forced to navigate an increasingly dangerous
world he flees to england only to be deported to canada where he is interned as a german speaking
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foreign national a situation that put him among jewish refugees and nazi p o w s

Indications for Child Analysis
1992

from the introduction by daniel benveniste psychoanalysis is a human tradition passed on from one
generation to the next this collection of letters and related documents are a testament to the fertile
collaboration between anna freud and humberto nagera and through these documents we witness the
passing of the torch their work together was based at the hampstead clinic in london and included clinical
work theoretical seminars research and cooperation in the management of administrative tasks at the
clinic when dr nagera informed me of this collection of letters i immediately recognized that they
documented one of the most fertile periods in anna freud s career and were therefore worthy of inclusion
in the literature on psychoanalytic history i was honored to take on the editorial task and found dr nagera
very helpful in answering my questions about people and places mentioned in the letters i found
embedded in these letters and documents keys to understanding the relationship between anna freud s
personality and her work which developed in the context of her relationships with others a history of this
kind presents the major contributor to psychoanalysis not as a larger than life person but as a dedicated
and gifted analyst working within an historical context and professional environment humberto nagera
was born in cuba in 1927 and did his undergraduate work at the university of havana and his medical
studies at havana medical school 1952 after becoming a psychiatrist he sought psychoanalytic training
and began as a psychoanalytic candidate at the institute of the british psychoanalytical society in 1958
and a trainee at the hampstead clinic in 1959 soon after his arrival at the hampstead clinic he became a
trusted colleague of anna freud and collaborated with her as one of her closest associates during one of
the most productive periods of her life he left london and the clinic in 1968 but maintained his
correspondence with her until her death in 1982 what we learn from these letters and related documents
is a bit about anna freud s personality her shyness her drive to work her pursuit of knowledge her
collaborative spirit her disappointments her commitment to children and her tireless and unwavering
dedication to psychoanalysis this collection of letters brings into high relief anna freud s work in the
1960s and in this way stands as a companion volume to the various biographies and collections of anna
freud letters that have already been published these naturally include raymond dyer s the work of anna
freud 1983 elizabeth young bruehl s anna freud a biography 1988 rose edgecombe s anna freud a view
of development disturbance and therapeutic techniques 2000 peter heller s book anna freud s letters to
eva rosenfeld 1992 covering the period from 1927 to 1932 ingeborg meyer palmedo s the sigmund freud
anna freud correspondence 1904 1938 2013 and my own work the interwoven lives of sigmund anna and
w ernest freud three generations of psychoanalysis 2015

Anna Freud's Letters to Eva Rosenfeld
2012-03-15

in this volume christiane ludwig körner describes the lives and work of the staff members of the war
nurseries set up and run by anna freud and dorothy burlingham during the second world war the women
of anna freud s war nurseries looks in turn at each of the women who helped run the homes in
hampstead alice goldberger sophie and gertrud dann manna friedmann anneliese schnurmann ilse
hellman and hansi kennedy as young women they narrowly escaped the holocaust and dedicated
themselves to children who had suffered the same fate few arrived with any knowledge of psychoanalytic
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theories or methods this volume charts their education from freud and burlingham which eventually lead
to both freud s independent psychoanalytic child therapy training and the young women s embarkment
on careers as professional analysts using case studies throughout ludwig körner illustrates the intense
relationships often experienced between children in care and their analysts caregivers and uses the
children of the war nurseries as examples for how contemporary psychoanalysts can work with children
today this book is essential reading for psychoanalysts especially those working with children as well as
scholars and professionals interested in the history of child analysts and childhood trauma

Impious Fidelity
1992

three distinguished authorities in law psychiatry and child development critically evaluate current child
placement laws

Anna Freud
1986-02-24

this volume honours anna freud s work and legacy by providing a detailed summary of the
psychoanalytic developmental tradition and illustrations of its contributions to the field of child
psychotherapy and beyond through the use of clinical historical anecdotal and outreach narratives this
book seeks to acknowledge how regardless of the evolution of child psychoanalytic theory and practice
and recent changes at the anna freud centre in terms of a broad scope of trainings and interventions the
underlying psychoanalytic principles set by its founder continue to inform the work of clinicians and
scholars both within and outside this school of thought provided by publisher

Before the Best Interests of the Child
1979

as her father sigmund s sounding board and chief collaborator anna freud harbored secrets that could
have shaken the foundation of his growing legacy this is an insightful fictional glimpse into the freud
family dynamic and most notably its impact on sigmund s theories about lesbianism how did he receive
the announcement that his daughter loved women how did he deal with her long domestic partnership
with another woman

The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child
2007-01

une biographie de la fille du psychanalyste qui s est elle même illustrée dans cette discipline l auteur fait
revivre les personnages qui jalonnèrent sa vie m klein w reich marie bonaparte

Anna Freud
2022-04-05
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Analysis and Exile
1965

Children in the Hospital
1943

War and Children
1973

The Writings of Anna Freud
1967

The Writings of Anna Freud: Research at the Hampstead
Child-Therapy Clinic, and other papers, 1956-1965
2015-08-07

Anna Freud in the Hampstead Clinic
2024-02-20

The Women of Anna Freud's War Nurseries
1984-12

Beyond the Best Interests of the Child
1990

Anna Freud
2018
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The Anna Freud Tradition
1975

Introduction to the Technic of Child Analysis
2014

Hysterical
1986

Anna Freud
1974

Introduction to Psychoanalysis
1954

Psychoanalysis for Teachers and Parents
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